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Welcome back, Nursing Educators!

We're NGN ready, see how!
NGN Information | August 25, 2021

The Next Generation NCLEX® cohort of Nursing students is starting now, and Elsevier has been hard at work preparing our books, course materials, and technologies for this pioneering crew (and you!). Learn more on what we've developed to meet the demand for NGN content in our resources!

› Learn More

Viewpoints
Will "browsing the textbook" really do your students any favors? Lifelong learning is a non-negotiable responsibility of the Nursing profession—there's going to be some reading involved. Make sure it's a skill you don't take off the table for your first-year students. They're going to need it.

Patricia A. Potter RN MSN PhD FAAN shares her perspective

› READ MORE

Coming Soon

SimChart for Health Assessment

Banaski: Pathophysiology 7e

Hatter: Vascular Nursing: Foundations of Psychiatric-Mental Health Nursing 5e

› LEARN MORE

Upcoming Events

Register here for upcoming webinars!

Aug 31: Lessons from Remote Learning: Nursing Education Beyond the Pandemic

Sept 22: Measuring Clinical Judgment with Simulations

Sept 9: Preparing for NGN, Commonly Asked Questions

› REGISTER NOW

How Can We Help?

Contact us for more information about any of these products and solutions, or if you'd like to learn how a custom bundle can save money for your students.

› Contact Us